WHAT’S NEW IN FANTINI’S TRADE SHOW
RECAP
FOR THE WEEK ENDING AUGUST 21, 2020
INTRODUCTION
This weekly report breaks down news and products that exhibitors have added to their
e-Booths in the past week and a link to each company’s virtual exhibit.
Visit these often as new products and announcements are posted daily.
Please feel free to share this recap and information with those you feel will benefit.
More information about Fantini’s Gaming Show is at the end of this report.
To become an exhibitor, contact Dee Wild-Shyver at DWild@FantiniResearch.com

RECAP
AGS. Intouch Games will now be a content supplier through its Slot Factory brand for
AGS’ real-money game platform for online gaming operators.
Slot Factory’s full library with more than 130 games will be available through AGS’
AxSys Games Marketplace platform.
The Slot Factory serves over five million players in the UK.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/2-ags.html

Aristocrat has debuted its Dragon Cash slot game on the West Coast of the US at San
Manuel Casino in Highland, California.

Aristocrat brought its MarsX video slot cabinet to Uruguay having launched in three
casinos in Montevideo contracting with Codere and Direccion General de Casinos.
MarsX has two 27-inch displays with high-speed game play and lighting to create a
unique playing experience. It also has wireless charging as an added convenience for
players.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/11-aristocrat.html

The Buzz Creative Group describes the importance of having a good logo that will
enhance marketing strategies and brand development.
Buzz describes design and use of a logo through style, simplicity, and versatility
guidelines.

https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/1774-buzz-creative-group-.html

GAN has installed its PlayLive! brand for iGaming with The Cordish Companies in
Pennsylvania.
This will allow the state’s customers with Live! Rewards to enroll online for the program
and engage in internet slots, table games and other online games.
This is the third contract for GAN in Pennsylvania.

GAN has contracted with Laguna Development’s Route 66 Casino near Albuquerque
for its simulated gaming software.
Services are expected to begin in the third quarter.
This launch is GAN’s 18th simulated gaming contract in the US.
The agreement also states that Gan will be able to supply online sports wagering to
Laguna in the future if legislation in the state passes to allow it.

GAN was chosen by Penn National to be its software service provider powering its
mychoice social casino app for Penn Interactive.
GAN’s Simulated Gaming software enables operators to provide B2B social gaming
offerings in advance of real-money iGaming.
The app is integrated with Penn’s mychoice player rewards program that reaches over
20 million members in 41 properties and 19 states.

https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/10-gan.html

IGT has extended its contract with the New York Lottery for two years, through August
6, 2022.
IGT will supply 400 GameTouch vending machines to the Lottery and continue to
provide services.

IGT will be providing its PlaySports sports betting platform to Boyd Gaming for retail and
mobile sportsbooks in Nevada.
IGT will also provide self-service kiosks throughout Boyd’s Nevada based casinos.
Both the platform and kiosks will be phased in at the properties.
PlaySports will also give Boyd enhanced backend navigation and update app content
and betting trends.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/12-igt.html

Scientific Games. SportCaller will be supplying virtual sports games to Scientific’s
OpenMarket sports betting platform.
SportCaller will offer its free-to-play portfolio to operators on the OpenMarket platform,
which is Scientific’s first platform model for sports betting.

Scientific Games extended its contract by two more years with the Minnesota Lottery
and will supply instant games through June 2022.
Sci Games has been supplying the Minnesota Lottery since it began in 1990.

Scientific Games has launched sports betting at FireKeepers Casino in Michigan,
owned by the Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the Pottawatomi.
Scientific is also working with the tribe to offer its OpenGaming and OpenSports
products if legislation allows it in the state where a new bill is being considered.
This is the first tribal operator to go live with sports betting in the state.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/17-scientific-games.html

ABOUT FANTINI’S GAMING SHOW
Fantini’s Gaming Show is a unique website that takes the trade show floor and moves
it online, where exhibitors can take advantage of presenting and selling products,
showcasing photos and video demos, as well as sharing any related news or events.
Fantini’s Gaming Show allows all companies – big and small – to exhibit alongside one
another while reaching so many executives and influential people in the gaming industry.
For information about the virtual trade show, rates, and how your company can become
an exhibitor contact: Dee Wild-Shyver at DWild@FantiniResearch.com.

CURRENT EXHIBITORS

www.FantinisGamingShow.com

Fantini’s Gaming Show is a division of Fantini Research, publisher of Fantini’s Gaming Report, Fantini’s
Public Policy Review, and the National Revenue Report, and more. www.FantiniResearch.com.
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Fantini’s Gaming Show is sponsored by GAN
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/10-gan.html

